Presentation
Janis takes you on a musical journey through time, the time when songs took their
time, the time when bands were motivated by experimentation. The times when sixstrings unsheathed faster then six-shooter
Progressive rock thus! Sometimes experimental
or instrumental, but which digs its galleries in
the neighbouring stratum of folk, blues or pop,
and which is not afraid of flirting with metal and
post rock.
In full view of Pink Floyd, Mogwai or
Radiohead, Janis chart its course in search
of the ultimate sounds and melodies. Half of
our song catalogue is composed of universal
pop-rock & folk songs, appropriated in every
situation, while the other half is composed
of progressive and instrumental disgression,
whose objective is less important than the
path which leads to it.

David LEVAL
Bass / Vocals

Jacques
GRUSSENMEYER
Drums / Keyboards

The group is predominantly composed of selftaught. For them all, the feelings conveyed by
music overpass strict instrumental technique.
Performing in bars, in streets during musical
festivals or cultural and sporting events, JAniS
also built itself a repertoire of classical rock
covers to give its audience musical markers
during performances.

Nicolas FREIS

Sébastien BATT

Sylvain FREIS

Piano / Guitar

Vocals / Sampler

Guitar / Vocals

Artistic projects

History

2012 Recording of the album “First Steps in Outer Space”.
2013 C
 reation of the Janis Records association, aiming at
accompanying the group in its cultural procedures.
2016 R
 ecording of the album “Seconds From Grace”.
Contribution in the recording of the EP “To Be Balanced”
from NOémie (noemiousic.gpclic.fr).

Concerts

Fondation of Janis by 3 members:
Jacques, Sébastien et Nicolas.

2007

Creation of the two first compositions
and first concert in Strasbourg for the
Music Festival.

2008
2009

In 2010, Sylvain - solo guitarist- joined
the band. Thanks to him, Janis takes
a new dimension! 8 concerts were
performed during this period, among
which the first part of the group “DLC”.

2010
2011

Release of the first album
“First Steps in Outer Space”.
JAniS played on the local radio
“Top Music” in november.

2012

Creation of the “Janis Records”
association in the end of 2013.
A dozen concerts were performed
during this period.

2013
2014

Creation of a recording studio.

2015

David - Bassist - Joined the band.
Release of the second album
“Seconds From Grace”.

2016

2010-2012 multiple concerts in bars, animations, concerts first parts.
2013-2014 A dozen concerts were peformed for the “Racing
Club de Strasbourg”, in three times: arrival of the spectators,
during half-time and at the end of the game in the VIP suite. Other
concerts on stages and in new discovered bars.
2015 Many concerts in bars and on the “Radio ADN” scene for
the music festival.
2016 Participation in the “La Grange Rock” Festival. Also in
“Tremplin de la rue de l’Ouest”.
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